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YouTestMe is specialized in delivering high-stakes exams securely to your 
candidates’ homes or offices. To meet every budget, we offer 
professional AI proctoring solutions and cost-effective alternatives that 
use  conference tools for online proctoring.

YouTestMe GetCertified, through its integration with Webex, Skype, 
Google Meet, Zoom, or any other conference tool, provides an affordable 
alternative to the professional proctoring services, enabling the remote 
real-time monitoring of the examination processes.

Automated proctoring, the most advanced proctoring service, ensures 
the maximum integrity and security of exam experience. The system au-
tomatically monitors the test attempt using 8 behavioral trackers and re-
cords the entire process, marking the moments of suspicious behaviors. 
Once the exam is finished, the system generates a credibility report and 
stores the exam footage for the optional subsequent human validation 
and review.

Audio-video and screen sharing
Advanced ID verification
Face-matching technology
Advanced video and audio analytics (suspicious objects in video and 
background voice activities)
Video archiving
Credibility report

A proctor supervises candidates during a live meeting using a webcam 
and microphone.
Lockdown browser creates a secure exam environment by disabling 
access to any other screen except the test-taking page and preventing 
candidates from copying, cutting, and pasting anything from the screen.
The monitoring dashboard allows the proctor to flag moments when any 
kind of suspicious behavior occurs and consider them before submitting 
the proctoring report.

The Monitoring Tab of YouTestMe GetCertified allows you to control test 
dynamics, pause the test attempt or prohibit  the candidates from taking 
the exam, and track candidates’ progress with a detailed preview of:

Question and section status
Time spent on answering each question and section
Score by section
Action logs

Live Proctoring Using 
Conference Tools

Online Proctoring 
Using Artificial Intelligence

Interested in finding out more about 

YouTestMe GetCertified features?

We would be happy to arrange 

an online presentation for your team 

or set up your free trial 
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YouTestMe, 150 King Street West Suite 200, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Toll free: +1 800 752 9931
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